We report the observation of a disorder-induced superfluid-to-insulator transition in an atomic realization of the disordered Bose-Hubbard model [1, 2] . Controllable and completely characterized disorder is generated using a fine-grained optical speckle field that is superimposed on ultra-cold 87 Rb atoms confined in a threedimensional lattice in the strongly correlated regime [3] . Using transport measurements, an insulating state is observed above a critical disorder level. The impact of this result on recent quantum Monte-Carlo simulations and long-standing questions regarding this model will be discussed [4] .
: Transport of neutral atoms is measured in a disordered lattice. The disordered lattice potential is created by combining a (green) disordered optical speckle beam with a (red) three-dimensional optical lattice(a). A slice through the lattice along a plane orthogonal to one of the lattice beams(b) is shown combined with the disorder potential of depth ∆ in green. The combined potential (far right) demonstrates the fine-grain disorder size to scale, and is calculated from a speckle intensity distribution measured ex-situ.
